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Abstract:The present paper regards risk, threats and organizational issues that are associated with human
behavior;e.Business is no exception[2]. Organizational actors in e.Businessorganizations make security decisions with a wide
variety of meanings[3]: information systems interactions, access to physical premises, behavior within the workplace,
utilization of tools and work instruments, are just a few examples of the realm of security decisions that are made within all
organizations, and e.Business organizations in particular. The way in which the risk is perceived greatly influences any
decision. The aim of the present paper is to conjugate general risk theories in terms of human behavior and system security
(as opposed to system risk) in order to identify a common baseline ofrisk and behavior, that will lead eventually lead to a
structured framework that will contribute to the discipline of organizational studies.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Research into risk and the organizational issues associated withit,agree on differentiating risks and

threats as Beckhouse et al.
Karat[25], Karat et al.

[26]

[2]

and D’Arcy et al.[11] state. Scholars and commentators, likeDourish et al.[16],

, Mitnick[31] and Schneier[36],define the boundaries of the threat, risk and

organizational action; where risk is the probability of an event, and threat is the potential harmful outcome of
that riskto the organization.
Organizational actors in e.Business organizations make security decision in a wide variety of meanings.
Information systems interactions, access to physical premises, behavior within the workplace, utilization of
tools and work instruments, are just a few examples of the realm of security decisions that are made within all
organizations, and e.Business organizations in particular. We argue in the present paper that risk is always
associated with a specific threat. In some authors’ opinion, like in Roth et al.[35], Karat[25]and Karat et al.[26],
with which we agree, the variety of theories abouthuman behavior,ina particular situation of risk that involves
an action or decision by the user and that is subject to “unpredictable” risk, is particularly significant, and
could involve the whole organization. Therefore, understanding how users perceive risk and make security
decisions is of great importance in understandingorganizational security issues and how user interaction
impactsrisk.
The aim of the present paper is to conjugate general risk theories in terms ofhuman behavior and system
security (as opposed to system risk), like in Fishbein and Ajzen[19] and in D’Arcy et al.[11], in order to identify
a common baseline for to risk and behavior, which will lead eventually to a structured framework that will
contribute to the discipline of organizationalstudies, with particular emphasisone.Businessorganizations
[19]

[11]-

. For this reason, when issues and arguments are addressed to “organizations” in the present work, they

should be perceived to pertain to the e.Business organizations, as in Beckhouse[3].
*
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RISK
For the purpose of this paper, it is useful to begin with general concepts in order to arrive at

organizational aspects.
Humanity has been facing risks throughout history.However risks exhibit completely new features, as
demonstrated by Jaeger et al.[23] and Ritchie and Brindley[33]. This is because the nations of the world have
become more and more interdependent. Past research[23]has identified three relevant trends that explain the
unfolding new characteristics of today's risks, as also inRenn[32] and Rosa [34]:
• globalized industrial production,
• international division of labor, and
• global availability of consumer goods.
The authors summarize their research froma meta-theoretical framework into three key points.They
are“reconstructed realism”, “external world of realism”, and “ontological realism”.
They suggest that risk represents a situation in which human concern about a certain outcome depends
in part on the uncertainty of the outcome itself.
By understanding that knowledge ofrealitydiffersfrom objective reality, people may overcome
limitations in the actualsituationsthat they recognize,Dhillon[12].
Risk perception is no exception. The researchers who were mentioned above, like Jaeger et al. [23], Rosa
[34]

and Renn[32], state that human limitations preclude convergenceofriskhumans’understanding of it.
As a consequence of these trends, more and more people throughout the world tend “to share a common

set of risks, for the first time in history. No one could escape a nuclear holocaust, ozone depletion, the
consequences of monoculture and species extinction”, as in Crocker

[10]

.In this process, scientific and

technological innovations playkey roles. Innovation has dramatically reduced many previous risks (such as
infant mortality due to infections) that our ancestors coped with daily. However,each innovation seems to
foster new, unintended risks. Our modern world faces“technologically induced uncertainty”, as in Dhillon[12]
and Jaeger et al.

[23]

.A risk is a chance that something bad or dangerous will occur and should be avoided.

However, avoiding all risk is impossible. Risks are endemic in our lives, from both a personal and a
professional standpoint.Therefore, coping with risk is a life long activity, as stated by Fiegenbaum and
Thomas[18]. In a case-study based research, Baskerville et al.

[4]

provide an excellent insight into the balance

between prevention paradigm and response paradigm approaches to information security management.
Uncertainty and risk are not exactly the same concepts, following aforementioned authors’ opinion[18].
However, certain risks are not regarded in that sense, such as dealing with stocks in electronic markets that
may produce.Therefore, risk is actually two-d dimensional.
The abovementioned authors [18]point out three key differences between risks and uncertainty in modern
and past societies. These differences are summarized in the following table:
Table 1. Risk/Timeline matrix

Jaeger et al.

[23]

Past Risks

Current Risks

Risk type/origin

Proximate, specific

Eco-systemic

Risk impact

Circumscribed

Global

Risk awareness

Local

International

refers to Giddens[21]-[22] to contributewith the statement that“the spirit of our age is the

universal concern with hazards in contemporary world, the vulnerability of the environment, and of the
human species itself” as we live in the so-called risk society. The same authors give us a view of adopting
risk as the imprimatur of our age, as we are forced to rethink the expectations of progress that were typical of
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western thought since the “Enlightenment”. As Dourish et al. [16] say, “the dark sides of progress increasingly
come to dominate the social debate”.Normally, humans can be confident that they will awakentomorrow and
find that the essential features of their material and social contextsare unchanged.
This confidence is essential for self-identity building.Collective life (with its rules, expectations, and
bonds) must ensure that there is a sufficient degree of regularity to guarantee what Giddens calls “ontological
security”

[21]-[22]

.Thus, today’s socio-technical risks, instead ofmerely being problems regarding what

specifically is at stake each time, are literally threats to ontological security, like the eclipses thatcaused
dreadful, ontological derangements in pre-scientific societies, when major risks and uncertainties arose from
the natural world.As a consequence,adhering toJeager et al. opinion we can say that,“worries about risks are
not just individual problems, but problems of a growing collective consciousness”[23]. That is why we deem
risk to be a matter that needs rooting in sociological analysis.In order to understand the exposed, broad
concept
Giddens

of
[22]

risk

regarding

sociological

imagination,

we

shall

use,as

research

by

suggests,investigation and tools to seek answers to Kant’s two key questions: “How did things get

this way? How can we understand what needs to be done about them?”.
The key elements of risk management, from an organizational perspective can be summarized as follows:
• risk perception,
• risk identification,
• risk quantification,
• risk mitigation/control,
• risk financing, and
• rare events (dealing with).
2.1 Risk management
Understanding risk is essential if managers and individuals are to make good choices. Criticality in an
effective approach to risk management is increasingly recognized, in organizational action. For instance,
Chapman and Ward [9]argue that poor risk management is a most decisive factor.
Thus, risk management is a core capability area of every individual and organization and represents an
essential factor in ensuring successful management. Unfortunately, the human ability to objectively estimate
the probability of a future event while deriving those probabilities from past experiencesis notably limited [5].
2.1.1 Risk perception
Ongoing research into risk management and performance,like the contribution byRitchie and
Brindley[33],suggests

thatvulnerabilities

are

very

relevant

toan

understandingof

how

people

behaveperceiverisk. Past experiences are relevant in evaluating decisions, and areespecially importantwhen
critical choiceswill be made, as D’Arcy et al.[11].
Researchers have been developing powerful tools to neutralize possible distortionsthat lead to erroneous
risk estimation. Employing these instruments in the assessment and evaluation processes can be useful.
Important aspects to understand are how to control and mitigate risk with good approximation, how
future programs maysucceed or fail, and how to minimize possible losses.
Decisions in situations of uncertainty occur every day, especially in the work environment. Because
personal behavior may influence the correct application of these techniques or instruments, theirapplication to
reduce risks mayencounter be limited consistently. In the case of managementdecisions,this can occur when
relevant decisionsare implemented[5].Such limits apply when managers attempt to make quantitative estimates
ofthe impacts of many partially interacting risk factors

[33]

. This is crucial for risk perception as everyone

needs to manage and mitigate risk. Frequently, risk is under valuated.This implies a consistency distortion in
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the evaluation process, as in Misra et al.[30].Thus, despite the fact that decisions and actions that involve
activities for which risk is an issue are generally intended to be based on structured risk assessment methods,
they often appear in practice to be the results of risk perception(especially in organizations).
Risk perception takes into account an estimation of the frequency of incidents or adverse events that
occurred in the past, as well as the damagecaused previously. All risk concepts refer to “uncertainty” and are
intrinsically based on the distinction between what is certain and what is, in someway, objectively assessable
(truth), and what it is possible, but uncertain (possibility). Uncertainty is a subjective construct Thus, “it
exists only in the mind” as defined by Michell[29].Thus, within an organizational context, the conception of
risk assessment fails to meet the actual behavioral phenomenon of risk taking, as in Fishbein and Ajzen[19]and
Fishbein[20].Risk perception relies on a subjective estimation of the expected frequency of a certain type of
event, both a potentially negative effect and future loss that it could cause.Correspondingly, risk perception
depends on a personal evaluation of the probabilities. It represents what he or she believes will occur in the
future and the consequences.
We can conclude, speculatingfrom past research findings by Chapman and Ward

[9]

, and by Crocker

[10]

,

that risk perception depends on a variety of antecedents, such as individual experience, knowledge, personal
attitude, mind openness, and the complexity of organizational values and rules that form and develop the
individual beliefs and feelings.
2.1.2 Risk identification
In many cases (e.g., when walking across a road) risk identification is just a matter of paying attention.
This also istrue in business settings, where even inexperienced people can identify several situations as being
risky, on the basis of common sense.
In seeking a precise, identifiable definition of risk, in view of the term’s wide range of meanings and
connotations in common usage, Mergolis[28]and Renn[32]identified three fundamental elements to considerin
orderto understand the concept of risk:
• Possibility: humans perceive a risk if they think that some negative outcome is possible.
• Uncertainty: there is a risk if a possible future event cannot be pre-determined with certainty.
• Impact: there is risk only if a possible, but uncertain, future state of the world can impact human reality
and stakes.
In addition, there is a fourth element: their conception of risk implies that human beings can attempt to
anticipate the future and improve possible outcomes.This idea is incompatible with fatalistic views.
The worst risks are unpredictable. Research into risk identification cites the case of asbestos exposure.
As long as people were unaware of the risks that are associated with airborne asbestos fibers, companies that
were producing, buying, and using asbestos were unable to evaluate both the risk of health damage and the
legal consequences of their choices.However, many other types of risks may be less apparent, and identifying
them may require specific experience and knowledge.As a result, when itbecame evident associations that
there was a link between asbestos exposure and fatal pathologies there was an explosion of litigation that
destroyed not only asbestos producers, but also companies that had just become owners by acquisition of
other companies that had previously used asbestos in their productive cycles.Academic literature
demonstrates, in a clear argument by Junki Yao and Jaafari[24], that“liabilities also may be inherited, which
makes mergers and acquisitions problematic these days”.A company should endeavor to understand the risks
of activities in which it is involved. The worst risks are those thatare revealed at the very moment at which
the negative result occurs.
2.1.3 Risk quantification
After identifyinga risk, the next step is to quantify its magnitude.
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Magnitude depends on a series of factors, such asthe type of approach (how will I cover it and how will
people deal with it?). This is difficult to quantify. For that reason a methodological approach is necessaryto
define risk quantification.Again, lack of experience in a specific field, and/or lack of analysis of the actual
situation relative to similar situations that have already occurred can have fatal consequences.
We can adopt the following definition of risk, given by Rosa [34]:
“A situation or event in which something of human value (including humans themselves) has been put at
stake and where the outcome is uncertain”.
The key features of the definition are the following:
• Risk is defined as an ontological state of the world.
• Human understanding of risk is an epistemological matter that involves “perception, investigation,
judgment, evaluation, and claims”.
• The definition embeds the conventional probabilistic definition of risk “as the probability of an
occurrence or event multiplied by the value of the outcome of that event” [34].
• This notion of risk implies that human beings anticipate the consequences of various possible outcomes,
evaluate their desirability, and choose. “The notion of risk adds incentives to make causal connections between
present actions and future outcomes.”[34].
Different risk perspectives then can be distinguished on the basis of how each perspective addresses the
following four questions:
• conceptualization of uncertainty: what concept of possibility is used? (e.g., probability);
• scope of the consequences: what types of outcomes/consequences are considered? (e.g., undesirable
consequences);
• combination rules: how are the concepts of possibility and outcome combined?;
• actor involved in making decisions: who is the actor that judges the three questions above? (e.g., an
individual or an institution).
In the following sections of this paper, the four questions that appear above will provide the framework
for distinguishing and evaluating different perspectives on the issue of risk.
Research into risk and the economics involved in it refers to Federal Mogul’s 1998

[17]

acquisition of a

Manchester company. This company had used asbestos in previous years; Federal Mogul was aware of this at
the time of the acquisition, and set aside $2.1 billion to cover the claims.However,the sum was nowhere
nearly enough and,in 2002,Federal Mogul had to seek bankruptcy protection for the asbestos liability that it
had inherited

[17]

.This is an example of insufficient or inaccurate quantification of economic risk for the

organization.
2.1.4 Risk mitigation and control
When risk exposure has been assessed (i.e., identified and quantified), a subject can take control of the
situation by considering the different choices available to it, according to Junki Yao and Jaafari[24].
In many cases, it is possible either to avoid the risk entirely (e.g., by not crossing the road at all or by
renouncing the acquisition) or to choose from a full range of risk levels, each of which offers cost-benefit
trade-offs.Here, tactics for mitigating risk exposure come into play. The following activities are possible:
• loss prevention measures, which include all the activities that seek tomake bad outcomes impossible or
less probable (e.g., regular inspections of electrical wiring);
• loss reduction measures, which include all the activities that seek to reduce the magnitude of losses, if
they occur (e.g. sprinklers donot reduce the probability of fire; however, if a fire occurs).
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2.1.5 Risk financing.
Risk mitigation has a cost.In many cases, the methodthat is used to minimize this cost is to shift the risk
to a third party. As Rosa [34] excellently describes: “The problem here, of course, is that if one is fully insured
against a loss, then one has no incentive to take (privately costly) actions to reduce one's risk exposure […].
This is generally the trade-off that you will find in your personal and professional risk financing decisions –
increased investment in risk elimination reduces the premiums you pay per dollar of coverage, but the down
side is that you are exposed to more risk”.
Cost is a central problem when we are dealing with risks. There is a trade-off between the cost of
insuringagainst risks and the will to support the risk without paying a specific amount of money. The correct
amount of money that a single organizationmust pay to ensure that the probability of risk will be reduced to
zero is one of the most debatedquestionsin academic literature, as Beckhouse et al.[2], Beckhouse
[4]

Baskerville , Downland and Furnell
Renn

[32]

and Rosa

[34]

[14]

, Downland et al.

[15]

, Chapman and Ward

[15]

, Mergolis

[3]

,

[28]

,

.

2.1.6 Rare events.
When there is a very bad outcome, despite all loss prevention/loss reduction measures that had been
provided, catastrophe planning must quickly commence.
The difference between the loss reduction measures discussed above and loss reduction strategies that
must be activated in the case of a disaster is the following: loss reduction measures are provided in order to
deal with possible and “standard” bad outcomes in the future, whereas loss reduction strategies and
catastrophe planning are consequences of a “cultural” response to disaster after the catastrophe has occurred.
Good catastrophe planning can result in dramatic loss reduction. As an example, Crocker

[10]

cites how

Johnson&Johnson managed the terrible problem that occurred when an unidentified individual added poison
to several bottles of a Johnson&Johnson medicine, thereby causing someone’s death. Johnson&Johnson
“didn't attempt to deflect blame (after all, they hadn't adulterated the capsules) or otherwise temporize. They
immediately recalled all the capsules from store shelves–even those that were clearly untainted–and then
designed the generation of tamper-proof containers still in use today. This is a textbook loss-reduction
strategy–timely, aggressive, and (while costly in the short run) effective”.
2.2 Approaches to risk.
Central to modern decision-making, the study of risk has been widely developed in several disciplines,
such as natural sciences, engineering, economics, and other social sciences.
Many approaches havebeen developed to study risk. They include:
• decision analysis,
• quantitative risk assessment,
• psychometrics,
• insurance and portfolio investment,
• natural hazards,
• game theory,
• risk communication,
• social movements and resource mobilization, and
• bounded rationality.
These approaches have manydifferent features.However theyshare the underlying assumption of rationality.
This is captured in their basic concepts and assumptions, according to Mergolis[28] and Michell [29].
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2.3 Sharing high risks
An interesting and insightful example of the problems that may arise in the process of risk financing has
been provided by Crocker[10]. As that author demonstrates, the market in the field of insurance can result in
something quite different from the invisible, “wise” hand of classical economics.
In other words, past research by Ritchie and Brindley[33], claims that shifting risks to a third party is a
process that may need political attention and design, other scholars like Mergolisalso agree[28].
As was seen above, risks are normally considered to be something to avoid or, at least, to mitigate. Thus,
people who perceive a risk are ready to pay a cost for effective loss prevention and loss reduction.
Health insurance systems do exactly this. They provide loss reduction or, more precisely, they guarantee
that a loss will not exceed a certain threshold.In exchange, they receive money.
The premium or fee that an insurance company demands, is based on its probability calculations The
company must determine what the annual health expenses of its insured population will be.
That is the point.Will the insured population’shealth expenses match the (well-known) average expenses
of the general population? It would if health insurance was mandatory for all persons and a single company
provided the health insurance service for all the country’s citizens.In the US, however, health insurance is
now mandatory (cfr. Obamacare, healthcare reform, APACA, PPACA),and there are hundreds of health
insurance companies. In that situation, of course each insurance company’s nightmare is that it will insure too
many high-risk people and, consequently, to be forced to pay more for health expenses claims than it received
from its clients, in terms of premiums or fees.This situation is called adverse selection. The fear of adverse
selection has a deep impact on the insurance field in the US and causes, as the author claims, market failures.
European health insurance legislation is rather different.However it differsprimarilyin the coverage that
the State provides to individuals and families. The Italian State guarantees assistance, which changes the
impact of risk, thatis moderated by a retroaction to the entire Italian population. In this system,those who are
healthy share the risk and pay for those who are unfortunate and experience health problems. The latter
benefitfromthe sharing of risk and cost with the more healthy individuals, through contribution to theState
health system. Thissocial system makes a lot sense. Becauseof this sharing of risk, the answer to the
previously answered question is yes that the health expenses of those who are “covered” do match the (wellknown) average expenses of the general population.
2.4 A significant example
Crocker’s[10] argument is that the health insurance market in the US can be divided into the following
three parts: large employer groups, small groups, and individuals.
The first group is made up of large firms, which usually provide employer-sponsored coverage for their
employees. The second group is made up of small firms, which sometimes provide employer-sponsored
coverage—but often donot. The third group is made up of the millions of people who, for several reasons,
cannot rely on employer-sponsored coverage. These people must apply individually for coverage.
Individuals who cannot rely on employer-sponsored coverage tend to belong to the weakest sectors of the
population: unemployed individuals, unskilled workers, and their families. Many of these persons, especially
if they are young and in good health, do not apply for individual health insurance in order to avoid expense.
As a result, “insurance companies fear that those applying for coverage are disproportionately composed of
the high risk or high cost group.”[10]. In other words, if a low-income person decides to apply for individual
coverage, that person may havea reason to believe that he or she will incur sizable medical bills in the future.
That is why adverse selection is a problem that tends to affect individual and small group markets, whereas
large groups are exempt from it.
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In fact, in large firms “employees [....] pay average premiums based on the total expected cost of the group; a
particular person’s expected medical care costs are not factored into the premium he or she pays”[10],
whereas in small group and individual markets the pooling of risk occurs over much smaller groups, and
consequently, the statistical variance of the expected costs is much larger.
This situation has several negative outcomes:
• Companies tend to compete for lower risk individuals.They charge very high premiums for those who
are classified as “high risk” or simply refuse to issue or renew policies to such applicants.
• In order to avoid adverse selection, companies adopt refined selection mechanisms to detect high-risk
people. These mechanisms are very expensive, and risk selection costs negatively affect the entire market–even
low-risk people have to pay for risk selection.
• As a consequence, premiums are much higher than they should be. As many as 40 million Americans
cannot afford them and remain uninsured.
Every year a great number of uninsured people must face direct health expenses that they cannot afford. This
leads tothe creation of debt and other severe social problems. That is why, as Crocker

[10]

asserts, a great

percentage of uninsured people “is not only bad for the uninsured individual but for the general economy as
well”.With this insightful example, we can mention that the process of risk shifting that is typical of the
insurance market is shaped by asymmetric information. Applicants often know much more about their own
probable future health expenses than insurance companies do. For example, if a person knows that cancer
runs in his or her family, he or she will probably try to conceal this information from the company when
applying for insurance coverage. When there is asymmetric information in a market, the market cannot be
competitive.Inefficiency will result.As a consequence, we can summarize the author’s discussion

[10]

by

saying that risk financing is a matter of dimension of risk groups. If the dimension of a risk group is riskyper
se, companies will try to defend against the risk by adopting selection mechanisms–and higher premiums.
Thus general market inefficiencies will ensue.
2.5 The organization of risk
Crocker

[10]

, the previously mentioned researcher suggests that the government pat the annual insurance

company premiums of the most expensive one to three percent ofindividuals.
In this way, the responsibility for actual (not merely assumed) high health costs would be shifted from
individual companies to all the members of a society.
If the cost of adverse selection was redistributed, insurance companies would no longer have an
incentive to use and develop risk selection mechanisms and the inefficiency present in the small group and
individual insurance markets would be greatly reduced. This would also enable people to purchase health
insurance policies, rather than being denied coverage. Companies would probably continue to use those
selection methods to continue to reduce their risks with the remaining population. Many of these risks, as we
have noted, are known onlyafter the fact.
Let us consider an example of such a policy in which the government acts as a reinsurer.New York
created a subsidized health insurance program for low-income individuals and small firms. The state decided
to pay for medical bills claims that exceeded certain thresholds. Enrollment in the program beganin 2011. As
a result, premiums for individuals were already about 50 percent less in 2013 than in the regular nonsubsidized market and small firm premiums were 15-30 percent lower.
We can draw as a general conclusion that, when markets contain risks, such as in health insurance
markets, market failure is very likely to be caused by information asymmetry and the potential for adverse
selection. Risk can also cause a the failure of markets to form. If the government acts to take care of, or to
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remove, the worst risks in such markets, the inefficiency in those markets would be greatly reduced, and
markets that could not function otherwise would be able to function[18].
This possible solution can be applied to a great variety of organizational situations, including dealing
with reputational risk. Market risks and the price system also represent a domain that can benefit from the
proposed speculations as well as information security risks, as in Chapman and Ward[9], and in Crocker[10].
3.

HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND RISK
In recent years, we have seen an increase in the number of security threats that affect end users of

Information Technology(IT) systems. Many incidents, such as spyware, malware, phishing, and denial of service,
have made users much more aware of online threats.
The threats have impacted end-users and non-IT functions in organizations, as users proactively interpret
their human/machine system relationship with greater respect for their (risk) information system security, (ISS),
as in Cavusoglu et al.[8].However, good protection cannot be gained by default. We often find that security
technologies are badly utilized(e.g.,poor choice of passwords, poor antivirus protection, or security policies that
are ignored), as D’Arcy et al.[11].This is a key point in understanding how users deal with thesesituations.
Passwordsthat consumers used are often simply the first name of a child, a personal nickname, or a date of birth.
That is dangerous in the case of an attack. They increase the risk probability as they enable hackers to penetrate
systems much more easily thenwith greater password security. Free online defense software (antivirus
protection), in much the same way, is more exposed to bugs. Generally, updates must be purchased and users
unwilling to spend money for improved security measures. This relationship has proven to be true, in research
findings by Beckhouse et al. [2], Cavallari[5]-[6]-[7], Cavusoglu et al. [8], Roth et al.[35], Whitley and Galliers[41], that
suggest that knowledge ofthereal impact of riskis perceived based on a personal level of riskperception.
3.1 Human – Machine interaction
In some cases this is due to the carelessness of the end user. However, it can also be due to the nature of the
technology and, as we discoveredin previous research, the dynamics of human behavior and especially of
machine interaction.
Greater awareness is still necessary, as there is strong evidence that users do not understand security risks
very well – or – think that they understand security, but find it difficult to apply, as in Siponen and Vance[37].
This attitude is common. We divideindividualswho have this mindset into two groups. The first
groupconsistsof people who understand technological devices and innovations, but have no awareness of the
extent of their exposure to a threat. They considerthisto be an outside problem and feel that there is no needed to
cover it in the best possible way. This attitude risks a considerable loss in money and reputational risk,
asFiegenbaum and Thomas [18], Roth et al. [35],Siponen et al.[38] state.It places users into situationswhere they are
more exposed to future attacks.On the other hand,the other group is aware of the risks and security issues, but
finds it difficult to apply consistent procedures. This is paradoxical because they realize that the problem is
persistent and relevant, but they are unable to address it. This is dangerous for organizations. Consequently,a
great deal of effort is continually spent forconsultants and technical experts,to help organizationsto avoid
security problems.
3.2 Security awareness
Recent empirical investigation from Siponen et al. [38]into compliance and systems security, show the level
of security awareness and usage, even though constantly increasing, is still lacking.
However, it still has a long way to go, especially for security of applications. We must look at the problems
posed by poor presentation of security functionality within end-user applications. After conducting a few
experiments to demonstrate the importance of making security usable, we must examine the difficulties that can
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occur in finding, understanding, and using application-level security features. Personal productivity applications
have been used in practical examples to demonstrate various problems as reported by Beckhouse et al. [2].
It is useful for a user to have protection that does not require thinking about it. In some cases, the protection
can be completely invisible. However, this relies on the illegibility of default settings. A single default level of
security is not sufficient if expected if the protection mustmeet the needs of everyone. There are many cases in
which it is necessary to make choices and decisions. Nevertheless, the operation of security should be as
invisible as possible, and it should be automatic when it is visible, as Spagnoletti and Za[39] suggest.
Normally, when security is visible, what is provided to users is unlikely to captivate them. A good example
that is familiarto many people arepop-up dialogs that ask the user if he or she wants to trust a particular digital
certificate (i.e. encryption public key and digital identification).
Human work and behavior are constantly exposed to risk and attacks. It is widely recognized that, in a
world that has a high level of innovation and sophisticated technology, criminals, hackers, and
terroristsconstitutemalicious threats thatare inflictingsignificant damage to users, as in Adams and Blandford[1],
Karat

[25]

, and Schneier

[36]

.Not many users actually know what a certificate is. Thus the user must personally

decide whether or not to trust an unknown digital piece (certificate) to enter a particular site. It is well known
that people do not use more than a small percentage of security functions that are available to them. However, if
there are serious threats, as indicated, security should be visible and utilized, Beckhouse[3], Ritchie and
Brindley[33].
Although much security-related functionality is presented in a seemingly nice context of a graphical user
interface, it can quickly disappear. For example, a number of simple check boxes or low, medium, and high
settings can become complicated, if it is necessary to understand the functionality of what they control, as
argued by Warkenting and Willison[40].
Many users remain as baffled as if there was a command line interface. It is clear that organizations and
domestic users will suffer, as they do not have adequate IT support or a help desk, Siponen et al.[38]. It is obvious
that they are denied the safety that they need because they are not experts.
3.3 Compliance
As Siponen and Vance[37] described in their work, risk is related to the absence of compliance. This dearth
implies a greater possibility to fall afoul of a violation of security barriers at the expense of developing and
implementing organizational security policies and practices, as in Dameri[13]. We need to evaluate, in the best
way possible, the right level of compliance and polices that guarantee an adequate level of risk mitigation. A
noncompliance effect will influence users to violate security policies. For that reason, we take this into account
when we create and develop organizational security policies and risk assessment practices. The possible effects
of noncompliance vary depending on the context and culture, but an adequate level of skill is fundamental to
compliance in an IT system.Using security reflects the complexity of the security concepts involved. If one
organization adopts encryption tools, such as Pretty Good Privacy (i.e., PGP for email), employees must have
knowledge of concepts, such as encryption, public and private keys, digital signatures. Studies of the usability of
security-orientated toolshave been undertaken by Dowland and Furnell[14].
Dowland et al. [15]specifically looked at the usability and friendliness of the PGP utility.
Those authors considered aspects of human behavior and the impact of the Internet connection firewall,
which has become Windows Firewall in Windows products.[15]They demonstrated that the security functionality
was inadequate and that the user would gain little from it.
A common factor in the above-mentioned issue is that the target was a security-oriented tool. In any case,
security systems lie within more general end-user applications, which can greatly affect their usage. Although
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word processors, web browsers, and email clients should have some security functionality, it can be lost on
many end users[14]. In the same direction we also find evidences from Roth et al. [35].
If organizations don’t understand how to implement and use the protection, what is the point of having it?
Security features must be found, understood, and deployed effectively. This seems easy, but common problems
can arise, as demonstrated by Siponen et al. [38].
4. ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY AND PARADIGM SHIFT
It is constantly noted that organizational behavior is the “weakest link” in system security, because it can
compromise systems, fall victim to social engineering, and ignore technology issues and security polices, as in
Warketin and Willison[40].
Researchers like Dhillon[12]have suggested a possible paradigm shift that involves human behavior (HB)
and risk. Human behavior focuses on individuals, whereas security (i.e., the reciprocal of risk) as a whole is
concerned with the entire organization, and not just the information system, as in Cavusoglu et al.

[8]

. This

distance is not particularly relevantfor task-oriented problems. The rationalist-functionalist paradigm that was
derived from March and Simon[27] might suggest that an individual is a simple component in a broad-range
information system. Functionalism is far behind modern conceptions of organizations and the corresponding
information systems. Management information system study largely concerns the functioning of an organization.
However, security concerns task-orientation very little, as argued by Adams and Blandford[1] and Dourish et
al.[16]. The main qualities of tasks are that they are goal-oriented and within the time and activity constraints.
System security does not exhibit those properties. Security management is a high level objective that has
nothing to do with goal-orientation. It is a continuing process that has no time boundaries, as research findings
from Misra et al.

[30]

. If it is true that end users’ and certain kinds of end-user behavior constitute the weakest

link of a system security chain, it is appropriate to investigate the problem in searching for a framework of
reference fromboth an individual and an organizational point of view. In fact, many authors like Dhillon[12]and
Siponen and Vance

[37]

, propose a top-down view of organizational/policy-directed security.However, our

proposition of further analysis is bottom-up and addressed to the end user as a member of the organization and,
moreover, its culture, as also stated by Beckhouse et al.

[2]

, along with Fiegenbaum and Thomas[18] in two

different works on two different matters that produced the same findings.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The results of the speculation in the present paper, which is based on findings of previous research, by
Adams and Blandford[1], Baskerville[4],Dowland et al.[15], Misra[30] andSiponen et al.[38], lead to the proposalof a
theoretical framework that is intended to provide a robust baseline in defining the relationship between risk (and
system security) and human behavior in an organizational point of view.
First and foremost, a solid theoretical framework can be found in the Contingency Model of Strategic Risk
Taking. It was not originally proposed for complex risk-taking decisions by organizations (e.Business
organizations), but is considered to be adapted to it[6]. The commented study identifies a set of fundamental
variables and relates them to the proposed framework. This frameworktakes into account the nature of the
relationship between the variables referring to the individuals and the ones referring to risk-taking behavior, and
consider them to build the interaction between multiple variables and the level of risk adversity/risk awareness
[14]

. The contingency model is summarized by the following formal representation, which was adapted and

enhanced by the authors of the present paper (1):
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Rs = ∑∑ (Er + I r + Or + Pr + DM r ) (1)
Where:
Rs

= Strategic risk taking,

Er

= General environmental risk indicators,

Ir

= Industry risk indicators,

Or

= Organizational risk indicators,

Pr

= Problem risk indicators, and

DMr = Decision–Maker risk indicators.
We can take advantage of solid scientific literature concerning non-computer decision-making. Also,
further development for research could be derived from the mentioned model and empirical evidence of the
model’s adaptation to system security [6]should be verified in the future.
The other theoretical framework that can be adopted in evaluating Human Behavior security problems and
decision-making is the work ofMisra et al.[30], the “Strategic Modeling Technique for Risk Assessment.”The
proposed modeling technique is particularly useful and valuable, because it proposes a new conceptual modeling
approach by considering and evaluating, with a systemic view, the dependencies between the actors in a system
and analyzes the motivations and interrelations behind the different entities and activities that characterize that
system itself[1]. The model identifies a set of risk components and defines the risk management process. The
value and re-usability of the model relies on its new technique for modeling risk analysis using the concept of
actor-dependency. However, it appears that the extension of the scope of the mentioned model to the domain of
risk assessment in information systems

[6]

is even more consistent. This can be of great help in the research of

organizational studies. Thus, the modeling approach has some limitations. For example, the proposed model
cannot be used while implementing existing systems. Nevertheless, although it can be of assistance only in the
designing phase, the proposed model constitutes a milestone in the field.
Combining several contributions and the solid base of frameworks in organizational studies and noncomputer decision-making can lead to an extremely powerful set of conceptual tools for analyzing and
interpreting Risk problems in (e.Business) organizations in regard tohuman behaviorfrom a systemic point of
view.
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